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Introduction 

World War II...and each time I pressed the shutter release it was a shouted condemnation 

hurled with the hope that the pictures might survive through the years, with the hope that they 

might echo through the minds of men in the future- causing them caution and remembrance and 

realization. 

Know that these people of the pictures were my family-no matter how often they reflected the 

tortured features of another race. Accident of birth, accident of place-the bloody, dying child I 

held momentarily  while the life fluid seeped through my shirt and burned my heart-that child 

was my child.                                                                                                                                  
W Eugene Smith (1993). W Eugene Smith his photographs and notes. New York: Aperture Foundation Inc. p9-14.  

Since its inception into the public domain, photography has been used to record and document 

countless historical events. However, not all of these events have shown mankind in its best 

light.  

Prior to the invention of the camera images of the battlefield were recreated in all of its glory by 

artists who would draw the images in pen and ink. These would then be used to create 

woodcarvings from which lithographs were made. These images would then inform the public of 

events in far off theatres of war. But when an unknown American created a series of 

daguerreotypes, depicting images from the battlefields of the 1846 -1848 Mexican - American 

War, the world of photojournalism, and the war photographer, was born. 

Since then there have been photographers collecting images of every major conflict in history. 

From the American Civil War when Mathew Brady sent out about 300 photographers to cover 
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the slaughter, or in Vietnam where photographers would dodge bullets with GI‟s to get a picture. 

Taking their lives in their hands, they have recorded not only the horrors and inhumanities that 

Man can inflict, but also incredible acts of bravery and miracles of survival. 

Through their lenses the civilian has been given a view of the battlefield that was once reserved 

for the eyes of the soldier, and because we are privy to these insights, the way wars are fought 

has been forced to change. For the lens can not only record feats of heroism, but also abuses of 

trust and crimes against humanity. It seems strange to talk about integrity in killing, but the 

taking of another person‟s life must be seen as honourable, for in this way one may see the act 

as a force for good, the unavoidable duty that comes with protecting freedoms. Anything else is 

seen as barbarity and murder. And when the camera has witnessed such acts then the 

recorded images can be used as evidence in trials and tribunals. 

But the role of the war correspondent has changed as much as warfare itself. The modern war 

is, in the main, fought without even seeing the face of the enemy, and this to can be said of the 

photographs that depict the battlefields. Capa‟s photographs of bloodied „heroes‟ have been 

replaced by sterilised pictures of the ecological and architectural victims of warfare.   

The following is an investigation into the history and lives of some of those people that have 

risked their own lives to report the deaths of others and to examine the changing face of 

battlefield photography. The main focus of these investigations will be Roger Fenton and his 

Valley of Death photo taken in 1855 during the Crimean War. Joe Rosenthal photograph of the 

Flag Raising at Iwo Jima during the Second World War and finally Paul Seawrights „Valley‟ 

taken in Afghanistan in 2002.  

 

19th Century Warfare 

No one will ever know what I went through to secure those negatives. The world 

can never appreciate it. It changed the whole course of my life.                             
Mathew Brady (2010). M Brady Quotation. Available: http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/m/mathew_brady.html.  

 

The earliest known photographic images of war are a series of daguerreotypes created by an 

unknown artist that depicts some of the soldiers that fought in the American-Mexican war of the 

mid nineteenth century and since then photographers have been capturing images from nearly 

every major conflict. 

The first named war photographer was an army surgeon called Dr. John MacCosh who was 

serving with the Bengal Infantry in India. He was an amateur photographer whose early works 

were portraits of the officers and men that he served with. But during the second Burma War of 

1852 his photography became more ambitious and he began photographing the buildings (see 

fig 1) and the weapons of war. Fig.1 
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John McCosh (Scottish, 1805–1885), Englishman at the Entrance to a Pagoda, 1848–50; salted paper print; 6 1/4 x 5 in. (15.8 x 

12.6 cm); Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

But the first recognised pieces of photojournalism are credited to the American photographer 

Mathew B Brady (See fig. 2).  

Fig.2 

 

The dead and dying at the Battle of Antietam  - Mathew Brady                                                                 
Lucian Marin. (2009). Confederacy dead? Not in Edgefield. http://theaikenchronicles.files.wordpress.com 

Brady‟s pictures of the American Civil War were presented in a ten volume work called, „The 

Photographic History of the Civil War‟. This opus contains some 6000 prints, but not all of the 

pictures were taken by Brady himself.  As a forerunner, perhaps, to some of the modern picture 

agencies, Brady employed a number of photographers to capture images of the war. Whilst they 

were out in the field Brady spent much of his time in his office in Washington from where he 

organised his photographic assignments.   Unknown Author. (2000). Mathew B Brady - Biographical Note. 

Available: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/cwphtml/cwbrady.html.  

http://theaikenchronicles.files.wordpress.com/
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One notable photojournalist of the 19th Century is Roger Fenton. In 1855 he spent four months 

touring the battlefields of the Crimean War in the converted wine merchants van that carried him 

and his equipment (see fig. 3).  

Fig. 3 

 

Roger Fentons Photographic Van Unknown Author. (1979). Roger Fenton. Available: 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/photography/photographerframe.php?photographerid=ph023 

This vehicle served as his home and darkroom during his tour of the Crimea, because unlike his 

predecessors, who had used the Daguerreotype and Calotype systems of photography, Fenton 

was using the, relatively, new wet-collodion process. Although a faster method of taking 

photographs than the Daguerrotype and Calotype the glass plates had to be sensitized 

immediately prior to taking the picture and processed immediately after. 

But even though this process of photography was quicker it still required an exposure time of 

between 3 and 20 seconds to capture an image so any action shots were impossible to capture 

without motion blur. Any of his photographs that did contain people were carefully orchestrated 

and posed. And although the letters he sent to his family and employer, Lord Agnew, told of the 

horrors of war that he had witnessed his photographs don‟t show this. This is because Fenton 

wasn‟t a crusader trying to bring the truth home to the public. He was there as an instrument of 

the government whose brief was to capture images that would reassure the public. The one 

picture of Fentons that actually shows that some sort of conflict was occurring is his picture 

entitled, The Valley of the Shadow of Death (See fig. 4).  

 

 

 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/photography/photographerframe.php?photographerid=ph023
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Fig.4 

 

The Valley of the Shadow of Death J Paul Getty Trust. (2010). Valley of the Shadow of Death. Available: 

http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=67114 

On coming across the area Fenton wrote, „...in coming to a ravine called the valley of death, the 

sight passed all imagination: round shot and shell lay like a stream at the bottom of the hollow 

all the way down, you could not walk without treading upon them...‟                                              
J Paul Getty Trust. (2010). Valley of the Shadow of Death. Available: 

http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=67114 

Fenton returned to England in 1855 with approximately 360 images and in 1862 he quit 

photography altogether and became a lawyer. 

 

20th Century Warfare 

 
It wasn‟t until the First World War that photography started showing pictures of the soldiers in 

action. This was in part due to Kodaks invention of the Brownie camera. Many of the officers 

and men were able to carry this small camera on their person and capture personal and 

poignant views of the battlefield. But this practice was officially banned in 1915. Following the 

interest in the unofficial war photography, in March 1916 the military started to employ their own 

official photographers that would take pictures that could be used for military propaganda. 

Photographers like William Rider Rider, a Canadian photographer, and Ernest Brooks, formerly 

of the Daily Mirror, were amongst a dozen official photographers who were commissioned as 

lieutenants in the army. (see Figs.5 & 6)  
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Fig.5 

 

(c) Imperial War Museum 
Ernest Brooks: The mine under Hawthorn Redoubt is fired at zero minus 10 minutes before the 
assault on Beaumont Hamel.  45,000 pounds of Ammonal exploded.  The mine caused a crater 
130 feet across by 54 feet deep. (Battle of the Somme, 1 July- 18 November, 1916)                                    
Caitlin Patrick. (2008). The Great War: Photography on the Western Front. Available: 

http://www.ucd.ie/photoconflict/histories/wwiphotography 
 

Fig.6 

 

(c) Imperial War Museum 
William Rider-Rider: Men of the 16th Canadian Machine Gun Company holding the line in a 
landscape of mud and water-filled shell-holes, November 1917. 
Caitlin Patrick. (2008). The Great War: Photography on the Western Front. Available: 

http://www.ucd.ie/photoconflict/histories/wwiphotography 

 

They would report on successful battles and their focus would not be on the dead and the dying, 

but the less severe injuries that had been inflicted. They provided pictures that could be printed 

in the national press without causing distress to their readership. With the introduction of military 

photographers on the battlefield, the military had an extra weapon in its propaganda machine. 

http://www.ucd.ie/photoconflict/histories/wwiphotography
http://www.ucd.ie/photoconflict/histories/wwiphotography
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It was this need for photographic propaganda that led to the creation of one of the most 

controversial photographs of World War II. 

On February 23rd 1945, after five days of bloody warfare with the Japanese army the American 

military finally secured Mount Suribachi on the island of Iwo Jima. When they got to the top of 

the mountain, five US Marines and a US Navy Corpsman raised the Stars and Stripes. This 

enduring image was captured by Joe Rosenthal and became synonymous with American 

strength and bravery. But the only certain fact about this picture is that it does not depict the 

original flag raising event on the mountain. The original picture was taken by Staff Sergeant 

Louis R Lowery, (see fig.7) Fig.7 

 

1st flag raising on Mt.Suribachi by Louis Lowery                                                                         

John H. Bradley . (2009). The Picture. Available: http://www.iwojima.com/raising/raisingb.htm.  

but this flag was taken down on the orders of 2nd Battalion Commander Chandler Johnson and a 

larger one put up. (see fig.8)  

Fig.8 
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1st flag lowered & 2nd flag raising on Mt.Suribachi by Bob Campbell                                              
John H. Bradley . (2009). The Picture. Available: http://www.iwojima.com/raising/raisingb.htm.  

 This picture was captured by Bob Campbell, a Marine photographer who was accompanying 

Rosenthal up the mountain. 

The final picture (see fig. 9)  

Fig. 9 

 

2nd flag raising on Mt.Suribachi by Joe Rosenthal                                                                     
John H. Bradley . (2009). The Picture. Available: http://www.iwojima.com/raising/raisingb.htm 

that was, allegedly, choreographed by Rosenthal was used by the American government 

together with a tour of the nation by the surviving flag raisers to raise money for the war by 

getting the public to buy war-bonds. And the photograph won the Pulitzer Prize for Photography 

in the same year. But when the story broke about the origins of the picture it led to Rosenthal 

being dubbed a fraud and a phony. The stories have since been refuted and withdrawn but the 

damage has been done and even though Rosenthal had a distinguished career photographing 

for Associated Press in many theatres of war, he is remembered for that one picture. 

And although this one picture brought him fame and acclaim it brought him neither wealth nor 

great success. He finished his career as a photographer for the San Francisco Chronicle and 

died in 2006. 

 

21st Century Warfare 

The one lesson that mankind has learnt in the past 150 years is that there is never “a war to end 

all wars.” as quoted by US President Woodrow Wilson Unknown Author. (2010). Presidents, 1856-1924. 

Available: http://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1108.html. There is always another war just around the corner. 

http://www.iwojima.com/raising/raisingb.htm
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The formative years of the 21st Century have been dominated by the West‟s „War on Terror‟. 

This has seen the invasion of Iraq and the 2nd Gulf War and the war in Afghanistan. But since 

Don McCullin amongst others brought graphic images of the Vietnam War to the publics 

attention during the 1960‟s and „70‟s, the military has been less than enthusiastic to allow 

civilian photographers onto the field of battle. Any civilians that are allowed in are strictly vetted 

and their work is scrutinised and censored.   

In 2002, Professor Paul Seawright of Ulster University was commissioned by the Imperial War 

Museum to document the war in Afghanistan. These pictures in an exhibition called „Hidden‟ 

have gained critical acclaim.  

In a discussion on the BBC‟s Newsnight Review in 2003, Bonnie Greer remarked that “…these 

photos are narratives about the futility of war itself. The real aftermath of war. These could have 

been photos of Verdun in 1915; they could have been the American civil war in 1863; they could 

have been Philippi in 42BC. He absolutely shows us just what the end result of war is.”                            
Bonnie Greer, Mark Kermode & Others. (2003). Hidden - Photographs by Paul Seawright. Available: 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/review/2750149.stm 

In the end it seems that although technology has changed both on the battlefield and in the tools 

that are used to record the events. The way these events are recorded has come full circle. Yes, 

Seawrights pictures could have been taken during the American Civil War, but if one examines, 

even briefly, his picture entitled „Valley‟ (see fig. 10),  

Fig. 10 

 

it bears an uncanny resemblance to Fentons earlier work „The Valley of the Shadow of 

Death‟(see fig.4). The difference being that this time the cannonballs have been replaced with 

artillery shells. Perhaps Seawright saw this resemblance and named his work accordingly. 

“For me, the strength of photography lies in its ability to evoke humanity. If war is an attempt to 

negate humanity, then photography can be perceived as the opposite of war.”                      
James Nachtwey. (2001). War Photographer. Available: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0309061/quotes 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/review/2750149.stm
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0309061/quotes
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Conclusion 

Ever since the early days of photography politicians have recognized its importance in the role 

of propaganda. When Fenton was asked to go to the Crimea, his brief was to bring back 

photographs that would placate the general public. Rosenthals „Flag Raising‟ gave the „powers 

that be‟ the opportunity to show heroes in action without having to show bloodied corpses and 

injured soldiers, and Seawrights „Valley‟ appears to have further blurred the line that 

distinguishes photojournalism from fine art. 

These three images from three different centuries all have at least one thing in common, and 

that is the fact that they don‟t reflect the true face of war. Fenton and Seawright both portray the 

bleak landscapes that one associates with the battlefield but they fail to show any sign of the 

pain and death that was perhaps witnessed in these arenas, and Rosenthals flag raising is a 

reflection of national pride and, depending on ones perspective, a symbol of good overcoming 

evil. But it could also be seen as a symbol of „empire building‟ and land-grabbing that is frowned 

upon in the 21st Century.  

One could argue that the striking similarities between Fentons valley and Seawrights valley 

show that war photography has come full circle, but why has battlefield photography devolved 

when the technological advances in lens based media have made it even easier to get more 

historically relevant views of the battlefield than those that the public are given. It may be to 

protect the general public from the harrowing, views of conflict or to protect politicians and 

generals from potential embarrassment and legal challenges, but is this really in the best 

interests of society as a whole? 

The author, Dr Glen Segell, who was assigned to Information Operations Task Force unit in Iraq 

writes „…in the Gulf War 1991, Afghanistan 2002 and Iraq 2003 the world saw war staged as a 

media event, with carefully chosen and embedded  photographers and TV crews allowed to 

photograph largely within carefully arranged situations. Given the sterility of just being viewers 

and not being participants leads many politicians all to easily to commit armed forces without 

being apprehensive of the loss of life and further consequences.‟                           Segell, Dr Glen. 

(2007). Photography, War and Politics. Available: http://www.essex.ac.uk/ecpr/events/generalconference/pisa/papers/PP19.pdf 

The photographer James Nachtwey who has witnessed conflict and death in many theatres 

writes, “I have been witness, and these pictures are my testimony. The events I have recorded 

should not be forgotten and must not be repeated”.                           James Nachtwey. (2001). Witness. 

Available: http://www.jamesnachtwey.com/  

But although pictorial documentation can describe the horrors of war far better than any written 

words, whilst society is subjected to the sterilized images of conflict it is unlikely that this war, or 

the next, will be the war to end all wars. 

By Philip B R Jones - Wolverhampton University 2010 

 

http://www.essex.ac.uk/ecpr/events/generalconference/pisa/papers/PP19.pdf
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